Our Story

We're the Stone Guys™. We eat, breathe and live stones. With almost twenty years of experience we've seen a lot of companies come and go. We've also witnessed "quality" stones go bad. So we set out to create a company that set the standard of excellence. You see, we just don't provide a superior product, we provide a superior experience all around. Instinctively, you'll know you're dealing with a company who just "gets it."

How can we assist you today?

Our Advantage

Our mold-making compounds produce an extremely high quality surface detail. Paragon Stone surfaces are true-to-life, unlike the smooth or shiny characteristics found in many stones within the industry. Our product is also notably lightweight without sacrificing thickness or strength. Give us a try, the quality and realism have to be seen to be believed.

DISTRIBUTED BY

Paragon Stone
445 South Crown Hill
Orrville, OH 44667
Phone: (330) 930-0415
Fax: (330) 930-0416

Naturally inspired beauty. Technically superior.
Prairie Stone

Prairie Stone is a Paragon Stone exclusive and is one of our most popular profiles. It’s an original created by our artisans’ view of the perfect stone. It blends just the right amount of linear and random features with rich textures and an expressive color palette.

- LENGTH RANGE: 4 to 21 inches
- HEIGHT RANGE: 2 to 13 inches

Website: www.paragonstone.com
Ledgestone

The interplay of light and shadows dance across the walls in Paragon Stone’s Ledgestone. Roughly textured and varying in height, Ledgestone captures the drama of both subtle and bold ambient light. Nature inspired us to recreate this beautiful rock, now we hope it inspires your new creation.

**LENGTH RANGE**: 4 to 20 inches  
**HEIGHT RANGE**: 1 to 6 inches

- Shown: Poplar Bluff Ledgestone
Strong, grand, bold—all perfect ways of describing Paragon Stone’s Mountain Ledge. We were moved by this rock’s natural, simple beauty and have faithfully recreated it in Mountain Ledge. Its warm color palette and exquisite textures complement a variety of residential and commercial applications.

**LENGTH RANGE** 5 to 23 inches  
**HEIGHT RANGE** 1 to 8 inches
After millions of years of pressure, the earth gives birth to a magnificent rock. Paragon Stone's Limestone captures this Midwestern quarried stone in all its glory. We meticulously reproduced limestone's bold, rough, hand-split look in a range of beautiful color blends reminiscent of grand historic homes.

LENGTH RANGE 4 to 22 inches  HEIGHT RANGE 2 to 8 inches
With jumpers up to 12 inches x 12 inches
Continued from previous page.

- **BLUEGRASS LIMESTONE**
- **LIME LIMESTONE**
- **POPLAR BLUFF LIMESTONE**
- **SEQUOIA LIMESTONE**
- **OHIO BLUE VEIN LIMESTONE**
- **OHIO TAN LIMESTONE**
- **OHIO WHITE VEIN LIMESTONE**
- **CINDER LIMESTONE**
- **CLOVE BROOK LIMESTONE**
- **OHIO BLUE VEIN LIMESTONE**
- **OHIO WHITE VEIN LIMESTONE**

Shown: Auburn Limestone
Fieldstone

The early settlers of the New England states used them for their strength, you can use them for their rugged beauty. Paragon Stone’s Fieldstone provides a handsome, weathered texture to any project. Its hand-dressed edges perfectly emulate the look and feel of the classic walls seen all over New England.

- SIZE RANGE: 4 inches shortest, 20 inches longest
Manor Stone

Thanks to Paragon Stone, the architectural heritage of European manors is well alive. Manor Stone is our latest creation. It infuses the rich and stately feel of great English estates with the ease of use that marks the Paragon Stone product. Manor Stone cries out with an expressive, enduring history.

- Length Range: 2 to 16 inches
- Height Range: 2 to 10 inches

- AMARETTO MANOR STONE
- CINDER MANOR STONE
- POPLAR BLUFF MANOR STONE
- SYCAMORE MANOR STONE
River Rock

What do you get when centuries of moving water touches the landscape...an unplanned beauty that only nature could produce. Our naturally inspired River Rock features smooth, round edges with distinct surface details. Every stone is hand picked for their unique shapes and individual characteristics.

+ DIAMETER RANGE 2 to 13 inches

River Rock

What do you get when centuries of moving water touches the landscape...an unplanned beauty that only nature could produce. Our naturally inspired River Rock features smooth, round edges with distinct surface details. Every stone is hand picked for their unique shapes and individual characteristics.
Accessories

LARGE LIGHT BLOCK
9" x 15"

OUTLET BLOCK
7" x 8"

LIGHT BLOCK
8" x 11"

KEYSTONE
5" x 7.5" x 9"

HALF BRICK
3.625" x 2.25" x 2"

UMBER FLAT WINDOW TRIM
6.5" x 23.25" x 1.5"

CHARCOAL FLAT WINDOW TRIM
6.5" x 23.25" x 1.5"

TAN FLAT WINDOW TRIM
6.5" x 23.25" x 1.5"

HEARTH STONES
top to bottom: umber, charcoal, tan
19" x 20" x 1.5"

FULL RED BRICK
7.5" x 2.25" x 2"

BRICK SILL
22" x 4" x 3"

HALF BRICK
3.625" x 2.25" x 2"

QUOIN CORNER
8" x 8" x 12"

STRAIGHT FOUNDATION COPING
35.5" x 6" x 1.5"

BEVELED FOUNDATION COPING
35.5" x 6" x 1.5"

QUOIN CORNER
8" x 8" x 12"

If you would like the name of your local distributor or more information on becoming a distributor, call or visit our site.

Due to the printing process and your viewing conditions, the colors of products as displayed in this brochure may appear different from the original.

WALL CAP
available in widths of: 12", 14" and 16", length: 24"
shown: buff; also available: gray, taupe

SLOPED PIER CAP
22" x 22" and 30" x 30"
shown: buff; also available: gray, taupe

FLAT PIER CAP
22" x 22" and 30" x 30"
shown: buff; also available: gray, taupe

Website
www.paragonstone.com

Continued from previous page.